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Starting A New Week (Preferably One Without Mylar
Muffins). | Spatula In The Wilderness

Now that little Falcon Heene and his brother have been shipped off to become wards of the
University of Minnesota Spankological Protocol, I think the world is safe for feel-
good stories again. The whole mylar balloon crash has turned out to be an
enormous hoax and Dick Heene has agreed to swap his wife out to the local
Sheriff’s department in return for not having to pay back the cost of abusing  public
safety equipment and employees. Just for a second…didn’t you want the kid to
come crawling out the mylar muffin, all safe and unharmed. His rescuers would be
lauded around the country and the boy would wave to chuckleheads everywhere

from his parade convertible. A magic moment. Well, except for the little jag-dork wasn’t in the
balloon, but sniffing WD-40 in the garage attic back home. What would have been really cool is if
the Heene brat was cowering in the attic and a three headed, plasma covered alien baby had
crawled out of the bottom of the balloon. Yes, I’ve been watching too much Fringe lately, but I
seriously would have loved for the Heene’s half human/half not-of this earth offspring flounce out of
the balloon and incinerate the cornfield. As my co-workers would tell me, “Come back now. Come
back.”

What can be learned from the aholian drama that was the Heene Family Balloon Tragedy? Lots of
things that can take us into the upcoming week.

1. Kids really aren’t that cute. Barfing, truth telling, stream of nonsense six year old should be left
to professional first grade teachers and kept out of the media. The disgusting
balloon episode, child pageant shows, Windows 7 television ads–these have all shown the
world that kids between the ages of talking and 18 aren’t so much cute as they are like jacked 
up stream-of conciousness poets who trade witticisms for sugar.

2. If you are going to call up the local television news station before police, or the FAA, have a
grasp on your hair style. I know, it’s easy to get caught up in the inspirational glamour of the
Rod Blogojevitch comb over pompadour. Oh, that’s not fair. Blowjay actually knows how to
work the Elvis do. Dick Heene is just a mulletized wannabe who can’t touch the reality TV
greatness of the former Illinois governor.

3. I don’t spank my child, but grew up in the era of the timely butt whoopin’. Falcon needs
correction, as do all children. Not his TV swap mommy, not Super Nanny. Good old
parenting, which is a lost part of civilized life. I grew up to be an upstanding human citizen,
despite being spanked, or maybe because of it. My bottom has always been svelte, which I
attribute to the Spartacus lashings it took. I’m not saying kids need to be spanked, but they do
need to be taught that everything they do has reprucussions that may be felt throughout their
lifetime. The Heene parents are going to be spanked publically and finacially for a long time
and I hope it’s a lesson they translate to the boys. Doubtful. Onward and Upward.
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